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Name:  _________________________ 
SIGN IMMEDIATELY, PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY 

ECE RTOS Exam No. 1 (100pts.) – 25% of the final grade 

General Remarks 
This exam is closed books, open limited notes. Up to ¼-inch-thick office-clip-bonded paper-based notes are allowed.  Notes must be signed and must 
not be exchanged during the exam and may be collected with the exam. No computer, pads or cell phones.  Calculators approved for standardized tests 
are allowed.  Clearly indicate questions that you continue answering on the back.  Provide concise answer and to the point for maximum credit.  
Answers that are too long take too much time and may indicate that the author is unable to rank the importance of facts. 

DL: __ ERR: __ PTS: __ MPTS: __ MGR: __ 
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points, MPTS – total midterm points, MGR – total midterm grade. 

Question 1 (10pts.) 
The following statements relate to C99. Please state whether each of the following statements is true or false: 

static char VAR declared outside of a function is a global variable  

that is accessible in all source code files of a project  false  /  true 

 

static char VAR declared inside a function is a global variable  

with access restricted only to certain portion of code   false  /  true 

 

The only way to communicate with a void FN(void) function  

such as an interrupt handler is to use global variables false  /  true 

 

In C one can exit a function only at the very end of it 

by using multiple return statements  false  /  true 

 

A local variable is initialized only once per program run false  /  true 

Question 2 (10pts.) 
The following statements relate to Keil/SDCC implementation of C language for 8051 microcontroller family.  

Please state whether each of the following statements is true or false: 

A function declaration for an interrupt handler  

must include an interrupt number false  /  true 

 

In the default compiler mode all functions are reentrant false  /  true 

 

In the default compiler mode all local variables  

are simulated using global variables false  /  true 

 

The compiler places variables declared as const in ROM false  /  true 

 

The compiler places variables declared as __code in ROM false  /  true  
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Question 3 (10pts.) 
Declare a pointer variable that is located in the default memory space and points to information that is always in 

CODE memory.  Because of speed consideration the pointer cannot use UNIVERSAL POINTER technology.  The 

pointer value can be altered but the information pointed to is constant.  Not all blanks need to be filled. 

 

__________  __________  unsigned char * __________  __________ VAR; 

Question 4-5 (20pts.) 

 

I need you to move bits the following way: 

1. Old bit 7 goes as new bit0 

2. Old bits 0, 1, and 2 go as new bits 1, 2, and 3 respectively, combine that with rule (5) 

3. Bits 4 and 5 stay unchanged 

4. Old bit 3 goes as new bit 6 

5. Old bit 6 goes as new bit 7, combine that with rule (2) 

All changes must happen at the same time, you must use C-language.  Fill in the blanks below: 

data = ( ______________________________ )|  // (1) 

 

 ( ______________________________ )|  // (2) (5) 

 

 ( ______________________________ )|  // (3) 

 

 ( ______________________________ );  // (4) 

Question 6 (10pts.) 
What did you do while doing the recent homework assignments? Circle the right answer(s).  

In the program that read/stored information from flash 

memory and used UART which timers were utilized?  

(mark all that apply) 0  1  2  3  4  none 

 

 

In the change clock speed homework assignment:  

did your program always responded within a fraction  no   /   yes 

of a second to pressing push-button? 

 

What was supposed to happen when when the button was depressed  

for longer time in homework lab 4 (mark all that apply) 

fast blink    slow blink    red LED    green LED    count reset    count expire 
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Question 7-8 (20pts.) 
Assume the SYSCLK runs at 24MHz and a 16-bit timer/counter counts up using SYSCLK/4. It triggers an interrupt 

at each overflow and at the same time reloads the counter value from RCAP register.   

You must show your work by writing down a formula that you used to compute the answer to get credit. 

Question 7 
What is the minimum interrupt rate that can be programmed?  What is RCAP value? 

Minimum interrupt rate is __________ Hz (5pts)    // show your work to get credit 

 

 

 

 

 

RCAP value is            __________ (5pts) 

Question 8 
We want to set up an interrupt running as close to 42.5 kHz as possible.   

What is RCAP value?  What is the actual interrupt rate for that RCAP value? 

The RCAP register value is __________ (5pts)      // show your work to get credit 

 

 

 

 

 

Actual interrupt rate is __________ Hz (5pts)    // show your work to get credit 

 

 

 

 

 

Question 9-10 (20pts.) 
The goal of this question is to check your understanding of the requirements of the recent open lab homework 4 

and capability to implement their solution using an algorithm coded inside a main superloop (suggested solution 

to this assignment that was discussed in class) with timing synchronized from an interrupt using a binary 

semaphore. 

 

Consider one of the possible simplified implementations of the assignment 4 that was inspired by water filter 

indicator.  Fill in the blanks in code provided on the next page.  In this code all blanks require some action. 
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Question 9-10 continued 
unsigned char semaphore = 1; 

... /* variables needed for dealing with push button */ 

void main(void) { 

    unsigned long int cnt_time = (100L*180);  // 180 second age expiration 

    unsigned long int cnt_use  = 10;          //  10 uses expiration 

    // set SYSCLK to 3MHz, enable watchdog, set digital IO PINs as needed 

    Init_SysClk_IO_Watchdog(); 

    // initialize Timer3 to generate interrupts at 100Hz 

    Timer3_Init(3000000L, 100); 

    EA = 1; 

    while (1) { 

        while( 1==semaphore ) ; 

        semaphore = _______________ ; 

        unsigned char mode = ... /* code dealing with push button */ 

        if ( cnt_time>0 ) cnt_time = cnt_time-1; 

        if ( mode == PUSH_LONG_VALUE ) { /* reset filter */ 

            cnt_time = _______________ ; 

            cnt_use  = _______________ ; 

            trigger_action(...); 

        } else if ( mode == PUSH_SHORT_VALUE ) { 

            if (_______________ ) cnt_use  = _______________ ; 

            if ( _______________ && _______________ ) trigger_action(...); 

            else /* filter expired condition */       trigger_action(...); 

        } /* else mode == PUSH_NOACTION_VALUE */ 

        ... /* code to implement blinking action */ 

        reset_watchdog(); 

    } 

} 

void Timer3_ISR (void) __interrupt 14 { 

    semaphore = _______________ ; 

    SFRPAGE = TMR3_PAGE; TF3 = 0; 

} 


